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Transformation project of 
fuselage aerostructures

At the end of the 2000s, Power 8 posed a strong threat of outsourcing aerostructures outside the AIRBUS 
Group by creating subsidiaries AEROLIA (France) and PAG (Germany) that could be sold to investors.

The new industrial plan consists for France and Germany :

• to strengthen these subsidiaries by adding AIRBUS parts production and pre-FAL (assembly) plants,

• to reintegrate the activities of the STELIA and PAG perimeter into the current Operations organization (O).

It aims to perpetuate the Aerostructures division in the AIRBUS Group. For France, this resulted in the 
creation of an ASA France subsidiary (Aero Structures Assembly) joining the Airbus factories in Nantes and 
Saint-Nazaire to STELIA and thus doubling the size of the Aerostructures subsidiary.

The CFDT welcomes the securing of the Aerostructures industrial sector within the AIRBUS Group in the 
short and medium term. On the other hand, the CFDT will remain vigilant as regards the preservation of the 
employees social statutes. In addition, many fears and questions remain unanswered :

• What will be the pressure exerted by AIRBUS so that the factories of Nantes and Saint-Nazaire (Gron) 
relocate part of their production in “best cost” zone (Morocco, Tunisia, Portugal ...) as did STELIA during 
the past decade? What will be the impact on employment ?

• What will be the contractual relations between ASA France and AIRBUS? The Group’s management refers 
to a cooperation ... but for the CFDT this remains to be specified because two related companies, parent 
company and subsidiary both have financial statements to be produced separately. CFDT will ask for 
more explanation.

Finally, the CFDT regrets that at the level of the German subsidiary PAG, 3 factories and their employees are 
transferred to an “elementary parts” subsidiary which is obviously intended to leave the AIRBUS Group. The 
CFDT stands in solidarity with the German and Romanian employees thus threatened and asks for guarantees 
on the preservation of their jobs and status.
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